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Temperature dependence of the critical micelle concentration (CMC), xcmc, in micellization can be described by 
In xcmc = A + BT + C lnT + D/T, which has been derived statistical-mechanically. Here A, B, C, and D are fitting 
parameters. The equation fits the CMC data better than conventionally used polynomial equations of temperature. 
Moreover, it yields the unique (exponent) value of 2 when the CMC is expressed in a power-law form. This finding 
is quite significant, because it may point to the universality of the thermal behavior of CMC. Hence, in this article, 
the nature of the equation ln xCMC = A + BT + C lnT + D/T is examined from a lattice-theory point of view through 
the Flory-Huggins model. It is found that a linear behavior of heat capacity change of micellization is responsible 
for the CMC equation of temperature.
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Introduction

The capacity to aggregate in solutions is one of the charac
teristics of surfactants. Micelles are one type of such aggre
gations and exist above the narrow concentration range called 
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) where various physical 
properties of the surfactant solutions change abruptly.

Micellization is affected by various factors such as the phy
sical properties of surfactant species (hydrophobic volume, 
chain length, head group area), temperature, pressure, ionic 
strength, pH, etc. Among them temperature has been one of 
the focal points, since changes in CMC with temperature can 
provide information on molecular interactions. Accordingly, 
numerous studies on CMC versus temperature have been done 
so far.1 For nonionic surfactants the CMC decreases with tem
perature due to an increase in hydrophobicity caused by the 
destruction of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and 
hydrophilic groups.2 Therefore, the log CMC of nonionic surfac
tants vs. l/T plot is nearly linear.2

However, for ionic surfactants the CMC displays a U-shaped 
behavior with temperature.3,4 The CMC minimum is charac- 

*terized by the mole fraction, x CMC, of the surfactant and the 
temperature, T * at xCmc. Furthermore, the effect of tempera
ture on CMC can be represented by a power law expression

| XCMC 一 XC*Mc| = Apower | T - T | ". (1)

It has been a common practice to analyze the measured 
CMC data, xCMC (T), with temperature using polynomial equa
tions of the type

ln xcmc = a + bT + cT2 + dT3 + dT4 + dT5 + dT6 + •••. (2)

However, Lim et al. have found that, when Eq. (2) is used for 
the power-law expression of Eq. (1), the values of the exponent 

n changes substantially with the number of terms used even 
for a fixed surfactant system.5 For example, when the 4th-, 5 th-, 
and 6th-order polynomials are used in Eq. (2) for the cationic 
surfactant octadecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride (OTAC), 

*molar concentration ccmc at the CMC minimum, the tempera
ture T*, and the exponent n are obtained as6,7

0.327 mM, 23.6 oC, 1.48; 0.322 mM, 23.6 oC, 1.56;
0.323 mM, 24.7 oC, 1.12. (3)

*These results show that, when ccmc s differ only by 1.6% 
(0.327 mM vs 0.322 mM), the exponents n’s differ by 
significant 5.4% (1.48 vs. 1.56). Moreover, when T *'s differ 
by 4.6% (23.6 vs. 24.7), n’s differ by substantial 33% (1.56 vs. 
1.12). Hence, if polynomial equations of Eq. (2) are used for 
the power-law expression, inconsistent n values are obtained 
for a given surfactant. These results strongly suggest that the 
polynomial equations of temperature be inadequate for the 
power-law expression and that other suitable equations be 
needed for this matter.

Some developments have been made in this direction. 
Muller introduced the following equation:8

ln xcmc = A + BT + C ln T. (4)

Here A, B, and c are coefficients or fitting parameters. 
Meanwhile, Lim et al. proposed

ln xcmc = A + BT + D/T , (5)

which was derived employing thermodynamic equations on 
micellization and some observed typical phenomena in micelliza- 
tion, such as compensation phenomena and linear dependence 
of enthalpy of micellization on temperature,5,9 and also pro
posed
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In xcmc = A + BT + C In T + D/T , (6)

which was derived from statistical-mechanical analysis of 
10-14micellization.

Compared to the polynomial equation, Eq. (2), of tempera
ture, Eqs. (4) to (6) yield better fitting results for a given sur
factant system; the correlation coefficient of the latter is much 
closer to 1 than that of the former. What is much more impor
tant is that the last three equations yield n = 2, irrespective of 
surfactant system.14 That is, n = 2 appears to be universal for 
the (normal) micellization. This finding is quite significant 
and may shed light on better, theoretical understanding of 
micellization.

If the exponent n is found with the polynomial equations of 
temperature, n appears to depend on the surfactant system. 
For example, La Mesa found that n = 1.73 士 0.03 for nine ionic 
surfactants.15 In contrast, Stasiuk and Schramm16 obtained n = 
3.54 for three commercial ionic surfactants and n = 5.80 for 
two commercial amphoteric surfactants. These results would 
point that the exponent n is characteristic to the surfactant system. 
Then, the CMC must be measured at various temperatures for 
a given surfactant system to examine the effect of temperature 
on the CMC. However, if n = 2, irrespective of surfactant 
system, then pre-exponential factor Apower in Eq. (1) would 
reflect the characteristics of the surfactant system under 
examination. This would enable us to determine CMC at an 
arbitrary temperature with much fewer experimental data.

Eq. (6) appears that it is obtained by combining Eqs. (4) and 
(5). In fact, Eq. (6) can be obtained from Eq. (4) or (5) with the 
assumption that the degree of counterion binding,月,depends 
linearly with temperature (3 =伉 + 同 T). Since Eqs. (4) and (5) 
are semi-theoretical and Eq. (6) is relatively rigorous, one may 
take the latter more seriously. It is quite necessary to establish 
that the basis of Eq. (6) is solid and that n = 2 is correct. For 
that matter significance of Eq. (6) is examined from lattice- 
theoretical standpoint in this article.

Cationics are known to exhibit excellent antistatic effects 
and softness. OTAC is probably the most commonly used in 
such applications. However, little has been conducted on the 
micellization of this surfactant. This was the reason OTAC 
was selected as the surfactant,6 and a part of the Lim et al. ’s 
results are used in this article.

Expeiimental

Materi시s. The cationic surfactant octadecyltrimethylam
monium chloride (OTAC) was purchased from Fluka. The 
surfactant had a stated purity of 98%. It was recrystallized 
twice from absolute ethanol for further purification. The puri
fied surfactant was finally dried in an evacuated desiccator.17 
The water used was distilled and deionized.

Electiical Conductivity Measurements. The critical micelle 
concentrations (CMCs) of OTAC were determined from the 
electrical conductivities of its aqueous solutions. For the con
ductivity measurements of the surfactant solutions, a Radio
meter (Paris, France) Model CDM 210 conductivity meter 
and a Model CDC641T conductivity cell with platinized elec
trodes were used. The conductivity cell was calibrated with 

standard KCl solutions. The surfactant concentrations were 
changed by the addition of deionized water from a burette to 
the surfactant solution, which was contained in a jacketed, 
thermostatted beaker. The surfactant solution was mixed tho
roughly using a magnetically driven stirrer. The temperature 
was controlled within 0.1 oC by a microprocessor-installed 
thermostat bath (Model VS-1205WP-CWO, Vision Scientific, 
Seoul, Korea).

Theory

Gibbs Free Energy of Micellization, AGW Thermodyna
mics of micellization has been often described by the models 
of mass action law and phase separation. In this article I take 
the closed association model, which is popular one of the mass 
action law models, and which provides the essence of micelliza- 
tion without loss of generality. In this model it is assumed that 
monodisperse micelles comprised of n surfactant molecules 
are found, which are formed via the following reaction:

nS + mG = (SnGm) = MM (7)
surfactant counterion micelle

where S, G, M, and z stand for surfactant monomer, counter 
(gegen) ion, micelle, and the charge or the valence of the mi
celle, respectively. The equilibrium constant K for the reaction is

K = s = % K K =膈丨aa Z，, 1Ky - ysy \ . (8)

in which ai is the activity of the species i. Use is made in Eq.
(8) of the relation ai = Yxi with Y and x being the activity 
coefficient and mole fraction, respectively. If we assume that 
K = 1 or ideal system, then the activities can be replaced by 
the mole fractions and therefore Eq. (8) becomes

K = M一
xx . (9)

For the monomer, a$ = 1 amounts to assuming that the depar
ture from ideal behavior is only the aggregation process. In 
principle, it can be removed by estimating activity corrections 
from solution theory. However, it is quite problematic to assume 
ideal behavior for the micelles (i.e., Ym = 1) because of the 
large size difference between monomers and micelles.18 The 
micelles will also interact strongly and for ionics the interaction 
will become very significant as soon as the mean separation is 
less than about 8 〜10 times double layer thickness that occurs 
at surfactant concentrations not far above the CMC. It must 
also be noted that, when ionic micelles are formed, there is a 
strong tendency for the counter ions to be associated closely 
with the head groups, because of the high electrical potential 
in that region. This is another source of nonideality. Notwith
standing the problems attributed to the assumption Yi = 1, Eq.
(9) still represents micellization quite well.19-21

The standard Gibbs free energy change, AG 匕 for the mic- 
ellization of Eq. (7) can be obtained from the well-known 
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thermodynamic result AG& = -RT In K. From these equations 
along with Eq. (9) one obtains

AGd = -RT ln K = -RT(ln xm - n ln x$ - m ln x(g ) (10)

Here AG^is also expressed as

必=^M — n^s — m 说 (11)
in which 卩:is the standard chemical potential of species i. If 
we define AGGmicnn as the standard Gibbs free energy change of 
micellizationper mole of surfactant, i.e., AGmCzn = AG3 / n , then

AG)mczn = ~ 島-此-n 说. (12)
and

AG 匕  ---- -  = — RT f---- - — ln  ------- x^ (13)
—mczn n " n M s n G 丿.

Introducing the ratio b = Xm / Xcmc as Tanford did22 and 
recognizing that, at the CMC, xs = Xcmc 一 Xm and that Xg 서 x 
(=Xcmc ) when the ionic surfactant SVs GVg is a symmetric elec
trolyte, i.e., vs = VG, we obtain

AG3 ( m 1 Y 1
=큼計 = |1 + —— ln Xcmc - Tnb + ln(1 -b) (14)

RT k n n 丿 n

The choice of b has only a small effect on the free energy 
of micellization because it ranges usually from 0.01 to 0.10. 
Moreover, for large n (for example, n > 50) the 1/n terms and 
the last term in the right-hand side are negligible. Hence, in 
this case Eq. (14) is reduced to

AG3 ， 一、
=毒끄- = (1 + 阶 ln Xcmc . (15)

where 尸三 m / n is the degree of counter ion binding. This is 
the relationship between A@3河 and ^cmc for micellization. 
Although the degree of counter ion binding, P, is usually a weak 
function of temperature, it can be taken as constant without 
loss of generality.

Statistical-Mechanical Derivation of ln xCMC (T).12-14 For a 
micellar solutions consisted of Nw solvent (water) molecules, 
N\ surfactant monomers, and Nms micelles with association 
mumber s, the partition function Q may be described by

(16)

where % is the particle partition function of species i. After 
q's are found accounting for the essential phenomena in 
micellization (such as hydrophobicity, electrical interaction, 
van der Waals interaction, translational, rotational, vibrational 
motions, electronic contribution, etc), the partition function Q 
is obtained. The micelle system under consideration has obviouly 

the following constraints:

3 3 3

Nst = £ sNMs = £ s(Ns /s) = £ Ns (17)
s=1 s=1 s=1

3

N = Nw + N1 + £ NMs (18)
s=2

Here Nst, Nms, Ns, Nw, N1 and N are, respectively, the total 
number of surfactant molecules, number of micelles of size s, 
total number of surfactants in the micelles, number of solvent 
(water) molecules, number of surfactant monomers, and the 
total number of particles. Eqs. (17) and (18) are simply expres
sions of the mass conservation law.

At the equilibrium of the micellization process, the Helm
holtz free eneigy F is minimum. This implies that the following 
equation should be satisfied:

0 = 쁘; = <_lnQ + 4兰sNms - Nst丿］ (s = 1,2,.., s)

(19)

where 人 is a Lagrange multiplier. Since Ns can be represented 
by N1 and Nms, Eq. (19) can be expressed in terms of dF / dN、 

and dF / BNms. Further with the aid of Eqs. (16), (17) and the 
conconditi of F(Nw, N1, Ns, 1) = F(Nw, N1, Ns, s) at the critical 
micelle concentration (CMC),23 Eq. (19) leads us to

ln Nms = ln % - s 쁘 - 嘲 牌 + s ln N「 (20)

Now for a concret expression of Eq. (20) q1 and qs should be 
elucidated. Accounting for translational, rotational, vibrational 
motions along with hydrophilic head group interactions, hydro
phobic van der Waals interactions, and interactions between 
the hydrophobic tails and solvent, we have determined q1 as 
follows.

n*_
ln%1 = 3lnncH + 3lnT + 0.3%方^ 一 f 2 + \nVf + q2 2

(21) 

where n cH 2 is the number of carbons in the hydrophobic chain, 
Vf is the free volume, and c1 and c1 are constants uniquely given 
in terms of molecular properties. For %s we have accounted for 
solvation of head groups, intramicellar electrostatic effects, 
hydrophobic bonding of tails as well as translational, rotational, 
vibrational motions and came up with

In qs = 3(s + l)ln ncH2 + (2s + l)lnT + 1口七 +。出

+ 3ln S + S + chpb (s 一 S2/3) — celec + ( - 1)lncmt

"CH2 (22)

Here also, the constants cext,乌孵,celec, and cmt are given 
uniquely for the surfactant system.
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The conventional concentration C in the unit of moles per 
liter is related to the N and Vf by the relation

(23)

with Nav being the Avogadro’s number and fV being the frac
tion of free volume to the total volume. Hence, putting into 
Eqs. (21) to (23) into Eq. (20) and solving for C(= CMC) 
yields

ln CMC = (1 - 3s)ln 计顔? + (1 - 3s)ln T + s lnVf (24)

.1 chpb 2/3 1 2 s5/3 1 亶

12
E = 2 Nlt £ 此("成 '吧k (28)

j,k=1

= '니*";11 此 + e、2此 此 + ©22此) .

Since E is found, the canonical partition function Q of the 
polymer solution is obtained as

+ 4ln S S + 3 Celec T/a； + sln N1
3 3 * nCH2 T

，八 c tlV nCH2 .+ °・3snCH2 - c1 S^ c1s + cmc

Taking into consideration 아p = a + bT + c/T given by 
Nemethy and Schraga24 along with Eq. (24) we obtain Xcmc as

ln Xcmc = A + BT + C ln T + T (25)

Although the contants appeared in Eq. (21) through Eq. (24) 
are all given uniquely, the coefficients a, b, c are not so. 
Therefore, A, B, C and D in Eq. (25) are fitting parameters, 
which depend on the surfactant systems. Now the combina
tion of Eqs. (15) and (25) yields the following equation:

RT
AG° —mczn (26)

Free Energy of a Polymer Solution by Lattice Theoiy. A 
polymer solution comprised of Nw solvent (water) molecules 
and Np polymer molecules may be represented by a lattice. 
Each polymer molecule has v segments and therefore the 
number of total lattice points is Nw + vNp (= NlT). Since a 
solvent molecule or a polymer segment occupies one lattice 
point, the (volume) fractions 此 of the solvent and 虬 of the 
polymer are, respectively,

N N vN p vNp
如=式T =瓦§N and 牝=N =瓦EN； -(27)
If a solvent molecule and a polymer has n nearest 

neighbors, and the interaction energy between particle j and 
particle k is j then the energy E of the polymer solution can 
be described as

Q = [qw (T )]Nw [q； (T )]Np £g (Nw Np ,v"모, (29)

where g(NW, N；, v) is the degeneracy at the energy E.
The essential point of Flory-Huggins model lies in the way 

of calculating g(Nw, N；, v). According to the model g*(Nw, 
Np, v) for the maximum term in the summation of Eq. (29) is 
given approximately by13,25,26

nn+N； [n (n - 1)v-2 ^N；
g *( Nw, N； ,v)〜——J :，：，」e-NLT (30) 

Nw! N；!

Nlt ! f日)心岭

Nw !N；! I Nlt 丿 ，

and therefore one can obtain Helmholtz free energy of the 
polymer solution employing the characteristic equation, 
F(Nw, N；, v) = -kT ln Q *, of the canonical ensemble. Here 
Q * is the partition function after the summation in Eq. (29) is 
replaced by the maximum term. Then mixing function AFmx 

can be found as

^Fmix = F (Nw, N； ,v) - F (Nw ,0,v) - F (0, N； ,v) (31)

=NLTkT[此N此+牛恒此;+

or in one mole basis (NLT = NAv with NAv being the Avogadro’s 
number)

으壽4= 씋产1 = 此 ln九 + 此沖; + 对此此； (32)
RT I RT 丿 v r ■”， 

where x is the interaction parameter, defined by

"c (sw； - Sww /2 -；；； /2)
=0恥①, (33)

[©三；w； - £ww /2 -;；； /2].

The first equality in Eq. (32) is the reflection of the fact that 
in the lattice theory Helmholtz free energy and Gibbs free 
energy are equivalent.

Results and Discussion

Electrical conductivities of aqueous OTAC solutions at 
different surfactant concentrations and temperatures are shown 
in Figure 1. At each temperature the electrical conductivity 
exhibits an excellent linear relationship with surfactant concen
tration. The break point or the point of intersection of the two 
conductivity lines are taken as the CMC. Figure 2 shows the 
CMCs thus determined at various temperatures. Ionic surfac
tants have been known to display a U-shaped behavior in a 
CMC-temperature plot. The CMCs of the cationic OTAC 
surfactants also exhibit this behavior. The CMC decreased to 
the minimum point and then increased with temperature.
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Figure 1. Electrical conductivities of aqueous OTAC solutions at 
different surfactant concentrations and temperatures.
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Figuie 3. Comparison of fits by 2nd-order polynomial equation and 
by Eq. (4) for dodecyl-4-methoxypyridinium chloride. Open circle, 
measured;4 Dashed line, fit by 2nd -order polynomial; Full line, fit by 
Eq. (4).

because n = 2 appears to be a universal property for micellar 
solutions. Moreover, Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) yield better fitting 
results. Figure 3 shows the fits of Eq. (4) and the 2nd-order 
polynomial ln xcmc = a + bT + cT to the OTAC CMC data. 
Both equations (with the same number of the fitting coeffi
cients) fit the data well and Eq. (4) fits better than the 2nd-order 
polynomial, as indicated by the correlation coefficients, 
0.9958 vs. 0.9883.

The fact that the unique value of n = 2 is provided by Eq. (6) 
is quite significant. Hence, the nature of Eq. (6) should be scru
tinized. One of the basic thermodynamic relation is Ncp = 
(dAH /dT )p = T (©怂$_ /dT " It is generally considered that △ 
Cp depends linearly with temperature, i.e., NC? = acp + bcpT 
for polymer systems.25,26 Then, from △Cp we obtain AK and 
4s from these equations as

AH = J ACpdT = acpT + 1븟T2 + constH (34)

AS = J —Tp dT = a。, lnT + 1.卩 + const、. (35)

Since ^L and AS are at hand, AG can be easily calculated as

AG = AH - T A S

constH + (acp - const、)T - °异lnT ——孚T2

or

AG a* - c。顽s 虹 acp ] constH 1
R-—r---------2Rt Fln T + —kT (36)

=A + BT + C ln T + D , 

where the coefficients A, B, C and D are defined as

Concentration (10-4 mol/kg)

Figuie 2. Fits of the 4th, 5th, and 6th polynomial equations to the 
CMC-temperature data for aqueous solutions of the cationic OTAC.

Also in Figure 2, fits of 4th-, 5 th-, and 6th-order polynomial 
functions to the CMC data are shown. The polynomials fit the 
data excellently, as indicated by the correlation coefficients of 
0.99. However, as stated in Introduction, quite different n’s 
are obtained and n appears to be sensitive to the order of the 
polynomial used. Among three values (1.48, 1.56, and 1.12 ) 
of n, which one we choose is quite arbitrary. However, this is 
not the case with Eqs. (4), (5), and (6). If these equations are 
used for Eq. (1), the exponent n is always equal to 2. When 
these equations are used for other surfactants, the exponent n 
is 2 consistently.6,7 Thus, the exponent n takes only one value 
of 2, irrespective of surfactant. This result is quite significant,
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A m aCp - const, B 三 _ bp C 三 _ %끄 D 三 顷犬拍

， ， ， (37)

If we compare Eq. (32) to Eq. (36), then we can infer that 
the interaction parameter Z can be of the type

, “一“ D '
z = A'+ B T + C 'ln T + ~T~ (38)

where the coefficient A is a function of A,饥，v, and B' C' D 
are functions of 饥,B,饥，C, and 饥,D, respectively. Therefore, 
from Eqs. (32) and (38) molar Gibbs free energy for a polymer 
solution can be described as

些Wm~ = 九 m 九 + 으皿
RT V ' (39)

+ " A' + BT + C'ln T + D

Now we find that Eq. (26) is quite similar in form to Eq. 
(39). This implies that heat capacity change, NCpgn, in mi- 
cellization may be a linear function of temperature (ACp,mczn = 
aCp,mczn + bCp,mczn T). This in turn point to a quadratic depen
dence of the enthalpy change of micellization, AHmczn, on 
temperature, i.e.,追去心？ = aH, mczn + bH gnT + ch gnT 2 .

Experiments on micellization show that AHmczn is generally 
a linear function of temperature and that therefore ACp,mczn is 
constant.26-29 Hence, these observations appear to be incon
sistent with the theoretical predictions. However, the real 
situation is like the one shown in Figure 4, which is prepared 
based on the CMC data of the cationic surfactant OTAC. 
When the temperature range extends to lower values below 0 
oC (= 273 K), AH_mczn shows clearly a second-order behavior. 
Micellizations are observed usually above 0 oC to avoid 
freezing of water. In this case the ^Lmczn curve above 0 oC is 
almost like a line and it is, in fact, approximated by a line with 
the correlation coefficient of 0.9990. This finding may support 
that the overall behavior of ACp,mczn for the micellization is 
linear with respect to temperature.

Conclusions

The temperature dependence of CMC in micellization can 
be adequately described by Eq. (6), which has been derived 
statistical-mechanically. The prominent feature of Eq. (6) is 
that it yields the unique value of 2 for the power-law exponent 
n, without respect to surfactant species.

From the lattice-theoretic point of view, Eq. (6) may be 
based on the linear behavior of the heat capacity change of 
micellization, ACp,mczn, with temperature (ACp,mczn = aCp,mczn + 
bCp,mcznT). This points to a quadratic behavior of the enthalpy 
change of micellization, AHmczn . Experimental measurements 
show that AHmczn depends linearly on temperature. It is, because 
the measurement temperatures are usually above 0 oC (= 273 
K) of the freezing point of water. At these temperatures the
oretical AHmczn also displays a linear behavior, which is evi
denced by Figure 4. Hence, all these support that the linear 
behavior of ACp,mczn may be responsible for the CMC of the 
type of Eq. (6).
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